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3 Malware Trends to Watch Out for in 2018 (Minerva Labs)
 Evasive Techniques

 Defenders’ Hope for Vaccination

 The Rise of Cryptomining Malware





Cryptominer-based attacks, not ransomware-based attacks, have been
the top threat so far this year, according to Comodo Cybersecurity

Threat Research Labs’ Q1 Global Malware Report. “Hackers see
cryptojacking as a cheaper, more profitable alternative to ransomware,”
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Cryptojacking is the unauthorized use of someone else’s computer to 
mine cryptocurrency — infecting enterprise infrastructure with crypto
mining software — to have a steady, reliable, ongoing revenue stream.

Hackers do this by either getting the victim to click on a malicious link in 
an email that loads crypto mining code on the computer, or by infecting a 
website or online ad with JavaScript code that auto-executes once loaded

in the victim’s browser.

Prezentujúci
Poznámky prezentácie
Also, Monero blocks can be produced every two minutes, while Bitcoin blocks can be produced on a average of every 10 minutes. So, mining Monero provides “more frequent opportunities to attack.”



Servers, computers, 
smartphones. 

(steal CPU power to 
mine cryptocurrencies)

Phishing campaigns 
Malvertising
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CSO – security issue 
CIO – operational issue

CFO/CEO– financial & reputation 
impact

Cryptojacking malware is relatively simple 
(but can go undetected for a long time)
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The idea is simple: profits being directed back into the wallet of the attacker (by any mining pool)Organization with many cryptojacked systems can incur real costs in terms of help desk and IT time spent tracking down performance issues and replacing components or systems in the hope of solving the problem.  Bitcoin vs Monero & Zcash (tracking, blaclisting, blocks produced 10 vs 2 minutes)





Cryptocurrency Mining Malware Using NSA Exploit

 Using the EternalBlue SMB Exploit (CVE-2017-
0144) responsible for Wannacry
 Smominru infection has been observed in 

Russia, India, and Taiwan
 Use of Windows Management Infrastructure (servers, 

computers)
 Botnet mined 8900XMR (31.1.2018 since May2017)
 Using leaked NSA's RDP protocol exploit to find

vulnerable systems
 Botnet C&C hosted in DDoS protection service

SharkTech



How to prevent cryptojacking
 Incorporate the cryptojacking threat into your security awareness 

training, focusing on phishing-type attempts
 Install an ad-blocking or anti-cryptomining extension on web 

browsers
 Keep your web filtering tools up to date
 Maintain browser extensions
 Use a mobile device management (MDM) solution to better 

control what’s on users’ devices



How to detect cryptojacking

 Train your help desk to look for signs of crypto mining 
 Deploy a network monitoring solution 
 Receiving and returning hashes communication
 Focusing on changes of suspicious ports and protocols
 Suspicious patterns detecting by machine learning
 AI with behavior based anomaly detection system
 Threat Intelligent System



How to respond to a cryptojacking attack

 Kill and block website-delivered scripts (web filters)
 Patch the systems
 Update and purge browser extensions
 Learn and adapt
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THE DECISIVE FACTOR IN THE 
FIGHT AGAINST CYBER-THREATS.








Using machine learning and other artificial intelligence (AI) technologies to spot 
the behaviors that indicate crypto mining, even if that particular attack has 
never been seen before.

“Malware, like cyberspace itself, is merely a reflection of traditional, ‘real-world’ 
human affairs, and malware is always written for a purpose, whether it’s crime, 
espionage, terrorism or war,” Dr. Kenneth Geers, chief research scientist at Comodo Cybersecurity
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Flowmon Collector

ADS

Cryptomining anomaly detections
by BPATTERNS

https://www.flowmon.com/en/blog/crypto-jacking-crypto-mining
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The threat actor compromises a websiteUsers connect to the compromised website and the cryptomining script executesUsers unknowingly start mining cryptocurency on behalf of the threat actorUpon successfully adding a new block to the blockchain, the threat actor receives a reward in cryptocurency coins

https://www.flowmon.com/en/blog/crypto-jacking-crypto-mining
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The threat actor compromises server (Flowmon monitoring and security incident detection)Compromises webservers communication directly to internet bypassing internall policies (Flowmon monitoring and security event detectionAutomatically run the Flowmon to Firewall script to block attacker's server communications (Flowmon automatically alerts the incident to Firewall)

https://www.flowmon.com/en/blog/crypto-jacking-crypto-mining




„Blockchain does not know that Bitcoin is dead“

A blockchain, originally block chain, is a 
continuously growing list of records, called
blocks, which are linked and secured using

cryptography. 

Bitcoin with “B” is a protocol that runs on 
this technology and gives it other possible 

features and capabilities.








REPLACE
the capacity,
experience, skills 
and toolset your 
engineers lack MEASURE

availability and 
reliability of your 
business critical 
services

COMPLY
with directives 
such as GDPR or 
NIS 

PROVIDE
your admins the 
gear used during 
the whole lifecycle 
of network incident

FIND
reliable source of 
truth across IT 
departments to 
collaborate on fast 
resolution 

is what it takes to protect your productivity and data security,
to protect your clients and your reputation
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Ensuring smooth operations, protecting your productivity and security isn’t easy.REPLACE: manual labor and time of your peopleFIND: the root cause without deep and time consuming diggingMEASURE: availability of mission critical systems to predict and to detect downtimes and performance issuesPROVIDE: your admins with the right toolset that doesn’t require rocket scientist to operateCOMPLY:  with important obligatory requirement on data and network security
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